
Joseph Haydn (1732-1809) 
Piano Trio in C minor, Hob. XV:13  
 
The keyboard trios of Joseph Haydn, although not as well-known as his string quartets, mark the other major contribution to 
the category of chamber music made by this composer. There survive approximately thirty to forty trios, some written in the 
1760s or earlier with the final trios appearing in 1797. The Trio in C minor heard this afternoon dates from 1789 by which 
point Haydn would certainly have imagined its keyboard part played by piano as opposed to harpsichord as would have been 
the case in many earlier trios. 
 
Like the string quartet and symphony, the piano trio was a genre still in development in the second half of the eighteenth 
century. Although Haydn brought these other genres to their first mature forms, he did not accomplish the same feat in 
regards to the piano trio: the independence of all three instruments which we associate as so inseparable from this genre is 

absent even in the latest of Haydn’s trios. The trios are instead more like piano 
sonatas with violin and cello accompaniment and, though the piano remains the 
dominant instrument, the added strings contribute to a timbre full of richness. 
This is not an indication of failure, however. The charming trios are full of 
sentiment and imagination, hallmarks we expect from the music of Haydn. 
 
In the late eighteenth century, piano trios were typically intended for amateur 
players rather than professionals. “Amateur” in no way implies “beginner” 
though: many possessed incredible talent. The piano was a lady’s instrument, 
and daughters of well-to-do families were expected to learn piano. Young ladies 
would often entertain guests at social gatherings by playing piano trios as 
accompanied by a violinist and cellist, or sometimes just the violinist if a cellist 
was not present. By the late 1780s, however, Haydn’s trios no longer make as 
many concessions to amateurs as his own earlier trios had or those of other 
composers still did. The trios he wrote in London in the 1790s were particularly 
challenging by the day’s standards, but in London at least the trio genre had 
begun to enter the realm of professionals. The three trios Haydn published while 
still in Vienna in 1789 from which this afternoon’s selection is drawn were 
probably about as difficult as an amateur could handle. Their artistry, 
nevertheless, makes them rewarding compositions for amateurs and 
professionals alike. 

 
The Piano Trio in C minor is set in two movements, a not unusual pattern at the time and one reflective of the intimacy of 
their setting. The slow first movement is marked Andante, and includes a set of two themes and variations. The first theme, 
set in C minor, is immediately presented by the piano with its first variation following. The second theme, now in C major, is 
offered about two minutes into the movement by the violin with the piano taking an accompaniment role. Before long the 
piano returns with a variation on its minor theme, beginning a competition with the violin’s major variations. Only towards 
the end of the movement, do the two instruments learn to cooperate. 
 
The fast second movement marked Allegro spiritoso opens joyously as the piano and violin continue to engage in their 
newfound dialogue. The movement follows sonata principle with the piano introducing the hymn-like second theme around 
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the two-minute mark. The development section switches into the minor mode and is characterized by intertwined 
contrapuntal lines. The recapitulation is particularly imaginative, often integrating some of the new ideas explored by the 
development rather than restating the exposition identically as it was first heard. 
 

Johan Halvorsen (1864-1935), after Handel 
Passacaglia in G minor for violin and cello 
 
With his friends and colleagues Edvard Grieg and Johan Svendsen, Johan 
Halvorsen is regarded as one of the leading figures in Norwegian music at 
the turn of the twentieth century. In his youth, he was primarily known as a 
violinist: after studies with the renowned Adolf Brodsky in Leipzig, he 
frequently played as soloist in concerto performances, served as 
concertmaster, and also taught violin. From the 1890s, however, he made 
his reputation as a conductor, directing the orchestra of the National 
Theatre in Christiania (Oslo) for thirty years among other posts. Soon, he was 
regarded as second only to Svendsen among the great conductors of 
Norway. 
 
Composition was in some ways an afterthought for Halvorsen. This violinist 
and conductor only began composing after his appointment to the faculty of 
the Helsinki Music Institute in 1889 where, among the large number of 
receptive musicians, was the forward-thinking Ferruccio Busoni, a composer 
as well as a pianist. Halvorsen actually had little training as a composer, 
apart from some lessons in counterpoint he received around this time. Once 
he began composing, however, he produced many magnificent works in the 
Romantic nationalist language of Grieg, Svendsen, and the rest. His works 
reflect a distinctive and brilliant approach to orchestration inspired by the 
French Romantics and include three symphonies, an impressive Violin 
Concerto (thought lost until its rediscovery in 2015), much incidental music 
for his National Theatre productions, as well as orchestrations of several of 
Grieg’s piano works. 
 
The Passacaglia in G minor heard this afternoon is a free interpretation of a 
work for harpsichord by Baroque composer George Frideric Handel. In 
Handel’s era, the term “passacaglia” referred to a series of variations on a 
repeated bass line. While Halvorsen kept many of Handel’s variations, he 
also added several of his own. Halvorsen began on his arrangement in 1893, 
but continued to make revisions through 1914. Halvorsen originally scored 
his version for violin and viola, but this work has subsequently been heard in 
many different instrumental combinations. Halvorsen himself played the 
viola part at the premiere and, although his skill as a violinist allowed him to 
include much showmanship in the violin part, he did not limit interest to this 
part – the viola part also demands superb technique and accordingly gets 
time in the spotlight. In addition to the sheer virtuosity of the parts, 
Halvorsen also utilizes a number of novel effects, including sul ponticello 
(bowing near the instrument’s bridge), thick guitar-like pizzicati, and ricochet 
(or the bouncing of the bow). Techniques like this make this quite the 
exciting piece, and it has become one of Halvorsen’s most famous 
compositions.  
 

Darius Milhaud (1892-1974) 
Piano Trio, Op. 428 
 
Today it seems that with a few exceptions the music of French composer Darius Milhaud is more often written about than 
performed. Scholars like to discuss such topics as Milhaud’s explorations into jazz and Latin American music, his pioneering 
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experiments with percussion instruments, and his unique approach to polytonality. Yet, only a handful of the more than four 
hundred compositions Milhaud wrote are regularly performed. His expansive catalog contains twelve symphonies, numerous 
concerti for a wide variety of instruments, eighteen string quartets, and more than a dozen operas, including a rarely-heard 
opera based on the third play in the Figaro trilogy, La mère coupable. Like all composers, he has works which are better than 
others; however, his output as a whole deserves a reevaluation, one which is slowly beginning thanks to the ease of 
recording. 
 
Perhaps one reason why the music of Milhaud is underplayed is because it 
is difficult to contextualize. Milhaud created his most radical works in the 
decade or so surrounding World War I at a time when many composers 
seemed torn between experimentation and compromise. Milhaud did not 
remain a radical: rather than his own language changing, however, the 
world around him changed. Throughout his life, he was drawn to 
unexplored and sometimes exotic sounds, but because he could integrate 
these discoveries into his works so fluently, they lose the jarring qualities 
sought by so many other composers. His explorations into folk music 
traditions – those of exotic locales like the Americas or Middle East as well 
as those of his own French surroundings – further contribute to his music’s 
simple disguise. His fluency also led to a prolificity, daunting in its own way: 
where exactly does one begin exploring Milhaud’s music? 
 
The interruption of World War II also did not help Mihaud’s case. He and 
his family were Jewish, and Milhaud was well-aware that his name was on 
the list of prominent Jewish artists the Nazi party wanted captured. With 
the fall of France in 1940, Milhaud emigrated to the United States, on the 
way receiving an invitation to teach at Mills College in Oakland, California. 
He did not return to France until 1947 where he accepted a second 
teaching position at the Paris Conservatoire, continuing to split his time 
between there and Mills College until 1971. He was as undogmatic in his 
approach to teaching composition as he was in his own compositional 
explorations. Milhaud stated, “Teaching composition involves, I believe, 
allowing students to liberate themselves from all the conventional formulae, helping them, by a sort of cleansing process, to 
realize their often sensitive and refined personalities.” His students consequently have explored a range of idioms and 
include “serious” composers like Philip Glass, William Bolcom, and Iannis Xenakis as well as figures more associated with 
popular music like Dave Brubeck and Burt Bacharach. Brubeck even named his son Darius in honor of this mentor. 
 
Milhaud composed his Piano Trio, Op. 428 late in his career in 1968 for the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center. 
Amazingly, it is his only work for this combination. Dissonance is an essential ingredient in the language of the Trio. Detlef 
Gajawy has remarked, “One observes in Milhaud’s Trio a highly concentrated, conscious dramaturgy, with which he exhausts 
the gamut of chromatic possibilities and leads it to twelve-tone constructions and symmetrical chord progressions, i.e. in the 
theme of the fourth movement.” This is difficult music, especially when heard for the first time. If the listener is willing to 
hear beyond the distorted harmonies, however, a beautiful world of fantasy and counterpoint emerges, not far removed 
from the more familiar landscapes of Maurice Ravel or Claude Debussy. 
 
The Trio is in four movements with French titles and follows a slow-fast-slow-fast pattern. The first movement is marked 
Modérè. There is something ethereal about this music as the instruments continually imitate each other before wandering-
off in their own directions; only at pivotal moments do they intersect and play in-sync with one another. Notice also how 
Milhaud skillfully makes use of the upper registers of his instruments: this alone gives the music an unfamiliar, otherworldly 
character. Counterpoint continues to predominate in the second movement, marked Animé, with its chase launched by the 
piano and answered by its two stringed partners. Although the tempo here is faster than in the first movement, the texture 
is no less sparse. Only occasional suggestions of melodies – reminisces perhaps – are heard, although the interactions 
between the instruments is playful and spirited as the movement’s title suggests it should be. Subsequent variations are 
repeatedly squashed by either heavy chords in the piano or multiple stopping in the strings. The final chord though is of a 
happier sort and brings momentary resolution to this less-than-wholesome game. 
 

 Darius Milhaud  



Beauty is more readily apparent in the third movement, marked Calme. The music is now meditative and reflective as if 
unimpressed by what has come before but still pondering where to move next. Melodic fragments again emerge as if only 
half-remembered from some time past. Beauty is merely an illusion, however, and this image is quickly shattered with the 
tug of war between violin and cello which initiates the fourth movement, Violent. The piano gets some jabs in too with its 
pounding chords. Counterpoint is, once more, a driving force in the fourth movement but, what had been interchange, is 
now combat. Instruments scream their lines with little regard for one another. Like at the end of the second movement, a 
final, resounding chord also brings conclusion to the fourth movement, although peace only arrives with the silence which 
follows. 
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